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Abstract: This paper introduces a lasting learning process for engineers in a high-tech manufacturing era. We conducted a qualitative multinational research focused on the manufacturing industry, conducted under the statement: Why strategies do fail at an organizational level. The results indicate that an intensive current education in “engineering science”, based on just-in-case and not just-in-time project specific requirements, does not create managers and team leaders able to include global, cultural, and business contexts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The robots are parts of the manufacturing systems, which are performing complex operations in order to achieve the imposed task. In keeping with the fact that the systems during operations are performing moving trajectories situated in the configuration space, or in the Cartesian space, it’s imposed a continuous control of every driving joint, in order to achieve a proper control of the kinematic parameters of the mechanical system, hence the purpose of the paper is to determine the kinematic equations for a Cartesian robot structure, presented in Figure 1.

In the context of economic globalization, technology, in general and high-tech industries in particular are key factors in enhancing growth and competitiveness in business, sustaining international trade and improving performance through their dynamics in other sectors. Hence, a focus on investment in research, development, innovation and skills is the leading policy for the EU in order to drive economic growth and to develop a knowledge-based economy. According to Eurostat, 33.9 million people were employed in 2015 in the manufacturing sector in the EU 28, representing 15.4 % of total employment, out of which 2.4 million were employed in high-tech manufacturing. In addition to these numbers, 6.4 million people were employed in high-tech knowledge intensive services [7].

On the other hand, the key resource behind all leading policies for the EU within these branches is the human resource – i.e. the engineers that create research, innovation and business development.

The present paper is structured as follows: We state the scope of our research, present the study approach and the results, after which we focus in the next sections first on conclusions and secondly on recommendations driven from the observed pattern, as well as further discussions and research question.

Scope of the Paper

Today’s engineer must not only design, but also understand, develop and implement projects at a deeper level than their predecessors, being concomitant enhanced by the technological innovations constrain and constrained by factors that include global, cultural, and business contexts. [6]. In another train of thoughts, we consider that the typical path of an engineering career leads from a specialist to a team leader to an executive position, which is considered a natural progression to a higher status, better wages and more responsibility.
[17]. We could not help but wonder: Where does specific knowledge reach its borders, where and when does another set of skills become relevant?

The quest for innovative methods for engineering and business education within organizations, as well as the heritage and development of national culture under economic globalization, and as a career development over time, motivated us to focus on the current organizational difficulties encountered in the (high-tech) manufacturing sector. We approached these themes indirectly by focusing on the questions: Why do strategies fail and how is it possible to facilitate learning within an organization as specific as that of (high-tech) manufacturing? Which approaches consolidate engineering and business learning in a digital era?

2. QUALITATIVE STUDY APPROACH

We contacted 42 managers and team leaders of manufacturing and high-tech manufacturing plants from the Germany, Switzerland and Romania, which revenue exceeded 4 mil.€ p.a., inviting them to take part to our research by filling out our questionnaires. In 45% of the cases the revenue even exceeded 1bn.€ in the last financial year.

In order to cover a wide spectrum of (high-tech) manufacturing we included multinational corporations, all of them being technological pioneers in their field (e.g. medical technology, equipment and components for the automotive and rail industry, production of tools for the mining industries, steel production).

We intended to avoid failing into the trap, which Aristotle postulate by writing, “The kinds of questions we ask are as many as the kinds of things which we know.” [2], by including brief open-structure interviews in this particular study. This undertaking served first to validate that the way the questionnaires were understood, was the way we intended them to and validating if these have been answered consequently. The second purpose of this extension was to allow them to expand and add factors we might have been omitting by not being aware of them. The result of the completely filled out questionnaires and conducted interviews is systematic represented through PRISMA – see Figure 1:
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The questionnaires were constructed based on the research of E. Turner [18], who is dedicated to industrial and commercial learning. His research concluded that most strategies failed due to several factors, which we incorporated completely in our questionnaire. Its bold title (Why strategies DO fail) did not provoke any dissent, which confirmed that it’s an agreed on statement. Managers and team leaders were invited to distribute 100% of strategy’s failure among the following eight categories:

I. **Lack of relevance**: Strategies are crafted are too remote from the daily business and tasks of those responsible for implementing them

II. **They are poorly defined**: they are filled with metaphors and ambiguities; they lack simplicity and clarity.

III. **Set goals are too ambitious**: Strategies do not take into consideration, neither the time nor then effort required.

IV. **Strategies fail to achieve ownership**: Most top-down strategies are poorly defined and their understanding and true engagement was not ensured.

V. **Teams are not resourced adequately**: Time, people and budgets are often inadequate.

VI. **Strategies lack a detailed plan**: As long as they lack tactics, even great strategies get stranded.
VII. Success of the strategy is not measurable or measured. Vital elements like good measuring criteria and a good measurement process are poorly tracked and lack continuous implementation.

VIII. Achievement is inadequately rewarded. Identification and conformance to intrinsic and extrinsic rewards is poorly perused.

In addition to these, after they were returned to us, we conducted interviews with the participants and asked for any other reasons they might have encountered, recommendations to remediate the current situation as well as for their “wish list” for the new generations of engineers starting their careers within the organizations they are part of.

3. RESULTS OF THE QUALITATIVE STUDY

The general opinion, based on the percentages allocated in Figure 2, is that strategies do not work at an organizational level due to:

1. Lack of (understood) relevance and inadequate resourced projects.
2. Not measurable success and inadequate rewarding (including appreciation)
3. Poorly defined task and lack of ownership (of these tasks).

This can be further broken down along three dimensions: management level, cultural appurtenance and national perceptions.

The first dimension reveals an unexpected result: The managers themselves complain about not measureable strategies, which are not detailed planned and they feel under pressure of time and increasing lack of proper educated and trained engineers to believe in a successful implementation of the strategies (they or their CEOs at a concern level) imposed. On the other hand the team leaders feel that the projects of their department are too ambitious under current constrains, poorly defined and foremost they do not understand the relevance of the imposed strategies and resulting tasks, as shown in Figure 3.
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The second dimension we considered of a great importance in today’s organization structures is the local appurtenance. Especially the global companies have a meanwhile standard practice of delegation expats to local subsidiaries. A result of our analyse sustains the fact that locals feel the lack of a proper reward, might this be intrinsically or extrinsically motivated, is the cause of professional implication and consequently failure when implementing strategies, as shown in Figure 4.
The third dimension is given by national differences. Romanian owned companies or local subsidiaries complain mostly about an inappropriate reward, 72% of them referring strictly to the wage system. The second important reason for failure in Romania is the perceived lack of relevance of certain project and (international) imposed strategies. The last difference is given by the feeling of poorly defined job descriptions and specific tasks, therefore poorly defined project specific requirements for each one of them. German and Swiss companies on the other hand feel that all the other mentioned reasons have a greater weight in the failure of organizational strategies, as represented in Figure 5.

4. CONCLUSIONS

If classic education of engineers is based today mainly on an “engineering science” model consisting of is a solid basis in science and mathematics, skills like the ability to tolerate ambiguity, to handle uncertainty, to be prepared to make decisions, think as part of a team in a social process are not part of the curricula [6]. This fact does not correlate to the growing need to develop leaders within corporations, which has been identified in literature [4]. Hence, our conclusion supports the actual academic sustained importance for engineers “to be skilled not only in terms of their particular technical field, but also in their ability to identify non-technical aspects of problems, the interaction between these aspects and possible solutions” [13].

We first draw the conclusion upon each analyzed dimension, after which we synthetize these into a collective study conclusion.

Conclusion of the first dimension: Team leaders and managers are not facing extremely different requirements of their job fulfillment, if compared to the specialists, and even so they have different outtakes on the tasks provided to them.

Conclusion of the second dimension: The number of outsourced and offshored products, processes and R&D project within manufacturing is constantly increasing and the practice of sending expats, specialists from within their headquarter structure, which are expected to assure the implementation of the desired local strategy, is a common practice nowadays. The expats are considered “notoriously bad at adapting to local culture….and fuel a belief among local employees that there is a ceiling on their own potential in the company” [11].

This fact is resented not only by locals, but also by expats and they state be feel misunderstood and misjudged. They even related of project where locals did refuse to collaborate and they were unable to find owners of the broken-down tasks within their teams.

Conclusion of the third dimension: As expected, Germany and Swiss are very alike in their appreciation of the causes of failure and have another understanding of success and failure when providing strategic project description.

A closing take on the qualitative study, driven especially form the interviews is that managers and team leaders alike are adversely affected by the lack of ownership within organizations. This is backed up by the fact that communication with and within teams proves difficult and whenever faced with implementing a new required strategy they do not know how to cascade the tasks down the hierarchical structured teams, nor how to motivate their subalterns to feel responsible of the realization of their specific task within this project. We therefore conclude from our
research that even if the partitioned percentage tends to rename this problem, the name is the same form all the analyzed angles: Strategies do not work because they fail to generate ownership and to be cascaded in a comprehensive, measurable, well defined way down the organization structure.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

We identified are two main trends in literature and practice when it comes to the future of effective and lasting learning, which are already accepted and successfully applied (mostly in US):

• one is specialized to engineers and presented in a series of publications, out of which we focused on the first parts “The future of engineering education I, II, III” [15]. This method is called Engineering Criteria 2000 (EC2000), is a method focused on outcomes (what is learned) rather than what is taught and is provided by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc. in the United States [1].

• and one is more boarder applied, not to engineers specific, includes students and professionals alike, is named ARL-method, i.e. Action-Reflection-Learning [14], focused on the adult learning.

Even is the second method is more broaden described, after studying both approaches, we find its elements within the EC2000.
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Rezumat: Această lucrare prezintă un proces de învățare durabil pentru inginerii într-o epocă de fabricație de înaltă tehnologie. Am efectuat o cercetare multinatională calitativă axată pe industria prelucrătoare, desfășurată în cadrul declarației de ce strategiile eşuează la nivel organizațional. Rezultatele indică faptul că o educație intensivă actuală în domeniul științei inginerești, bazată pe cerințele specifice proiectelor, nu doar pentru a-și construi personalul, nu creează conducători și lideri de echipă capabili să includă contexte globale, culturale și de afaceri.
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